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In recent years, the growth in the number of techniques to

evaluate student abilities, an expansion of computeriied data

storage facilities, and the increased interest in evaluating

school programs have led to the accumulation of vast quantities

of information on students. Serious questions have been raised

concerning what types of information should be collected, how

this information should be recorded and stored, and who should

have access to it.

Initially, there existed little in the way of legal precedent

or codified policies to guide educators in the management of

these records. When they received apparently legitimate requests

for information on students from third parties, institutions

were caught between the demands of their students for confidential-

ity and the concerns of their staff over liability. The professional

organizations of psychologists, counselors, and educators (APA,

APGA, NEA, AACRAO) responded to this dilemma by developing record-

keeping policies for inclusion in their ethical standards.

During the 1960s, there were several important court cases relating

ti student records, and in the Spring of 1969, the Russell Sage
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Founddtion sponsored d conference of educators and legal experts

to examine issues related to the collection, maintenance, and

dissemination of information on students. This conference

published its recommendations, Guidelines For the Collection,

Maintcnance and Dissemintionsflaillecords (Russell Sage

Foundation, 1970), and the literature on student records since

1970 indicates that for many institutions this document has

served as a sound basis for the formulation and implementation of

record-keeping procedures.

Student test scores have received renewed importance as

part of a student's record, primarily because of the grcwing

concern for accountability. Communities and public agencies have

indicated a growing desire to evaluate experimental educational

programs and to develop evidence on the performance of their

schools. This.desire to judge the contribution of various school

efforts to student performance leads inevitably to the selection

and administration of appropriate tests, which leads just as

inevitably to the recording of various scores on student records.

Frcquently these individual scores are then accumulated to provide

performance data on classes, grades, schools, and districts.

The release of student test scores poses two sets of

problems relating to the confidentiality of student information.

When an individual, student's score is revealed to a parent,

school staff member, or outside party, one must question the

degree to which such information is essentially confidential.
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To whom and under what conditions should these individual

scores be released? The development and release of mup

test scores, which provide anonymity for individual students,

raises an entirely different set of questions, however. In

these cases, the issue is not one of personal confidentiality

but institutional privacy. Public reaction to published group

test scores often places the blame for unsatisfactory performance

on teachers, administrators, a school's educational program,

on families or community resources. Such conclusions, though

often incorrect or premature, can result in controversies which

disrupt school business and accusations which unfairly threaten

individual school staff members. Because of these potential

consequences, group test scores must be considered highly

sensitive information which a school or district may justiiiably

wish to consider confidential.

This paper examines the development of policies concerning

the confidentiality of information about students and places

a special emphasis upon the release of test scores, both

individual and group. This summary of the published discussion

of record-keeping policies requires a separate consideraticn of

testing procedures, privacy, confidentiality, privileged communi-

cations, and accountability. Review of these issues will lead

to policy recommendations for the administration, recording,

storage, and release of individual test scores as well as recomen-

dations for the release of group test scores.
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I. UN THE LIMITED MLANING OF TL ST

It is the deceptive simplicity of test score information which

makes it potentially the 'host harmful aspect of a student's record.

Raw numbers express a permanence and precision of meaning

far beyond their inherently limited aoility to assess student

performance. Teachers as well as parents may rely upon test

score data as the ultimate measure of a student's intellectual

growth and personal development. This perception of test

results fails to consider the specific intent of a given test,

the conditions of its administration, and its limited meaning.

Yet, because such perceptions are so prevalent, test scores

becothe highly sensitive data within a student's records.

The desire to limit the release of student test scores to

some extent stems from the complex conditions which surround

the measurement of student attributes. These conditions include

the diversity of student ch.racteristics that may be measured,

the training and competence of the staff administering tests,

the background of the students being tested, and the extent of

interpretative information provided with the test scores.

Professionals concerned with the development of tests and tescirg

procedures have long expressed a concern for these factors in the

application of tests. Moreover, the increased use of various

tests has made it necessary for students, parents, and educators
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also to be ocquainted with the extent to which these factors

determine the meaning of a test score.

The extensive litotdture on testing and measurement indicates

that the following questions should be asked when the implementation

of a test is being considered or when scores on a particular

test are being disclosed:

1. What specific characteristics of a student does the test

auraorttsre? Tests available for use in schools vary

considerably in their content, in their manner of administration,

and especially in the dimensions of student aptitude or performance

they are designed to measure. Schodi counselors and psychologists

employ various projective techniques and personality inventories

to assess nonacademic characteristics, while the measurement

of students' academic characteristics may include general

intelligence tests, aptitude tests, and various area achievement

tests. Schools must exercise care to select tests which accurate-

ly measure the relevant 'tudent trait or traits.

It is generally agreed that a battery of several tests in

a school setting, unless the appropriateness of each has been

determined, generates data which may be difficult to record

and interpret. In respect to the measurement of both academic

and nonacademic traits, there exists considerable disagreement

concerning the degree of validity and predictability of the

instruments employed. The literature on testing reveals consensus

on two crucial points, however:

- SAY y
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. In addition to wasuring an intewied
characteristic, test st:oros diS0 rctleet
the conditions of test adminiAration, r,Ludent
baagruund characterisiie';, and the motional
and physical health of the student at the
time of administration.

. Only A wide range of different tests can
provide a fair profile of a student's total
potentials and skills.

2. How compptent are the personnel who administer the test

ineasprop.riate procedures follq? All tests should

be administered according to the conditions prescribed by the

test designer and only by school staff who are knowledgeable

and skilled in the employment of the test. Any deviation in

tha procedures of administration or competence of personnel

will severely restrict the validity of results obtained.

3. What are the social , cultural, analimpisttcluldulurILL

of the students being tested? The cultural relativity of

many tests is widely recognized. Though some tests have been

revised to elimirate these biases, the decision to implement

a particular test, or to present its results, must evaluate

the contribution of background factors to test performance

and relate findings to the norms for relevant social groups.

4. What does a test score mean for the student or groups

involved? It has generally been concluded that the presentation

of raw test scores alone is useless and often harmful. Test

scores, whether published publicly or revealed privately,

require competent and careful interpretation. Interpretive
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information from the tester should include a description of

scoring procedures, a statement of the relationship of the

student's score to relevant group norms, and a statement of the

extent to which the student's score reflects actual ability or

potential on the measured characteristic.

Recently many educators (see Harvard Educational Review,

43, 3 [November] 1973 and 44,1 [February] 1974) have expressq

a growing concern for the definition and protection of student

rights. These rights extend to the manner in which students

are evaluated and how the resulting evaluations are used. In

deciding to .implement a school testing program, the failure to

seek adequate answers to the four questions oclined above may

violate at least five rights of children (Mercer, 1974), rights

which have been asserted in two legal cases (Larry_ P. v. Wi'lson

Riles, California, 1972 and Diana v. State Board of Education,

California, 1970):

1. The right to be evaluated in a culturally
appropriate normative framework

2. The right 'o be assessed as multi-dimensional
human beings

3. The right toile fully educated

4. The right to be free of labels

5. The right to cultural identity and respect

9
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II. TESTING AS AN INVASION or PRIVACY

The right to privacy remains a vaguely defined legal area,

yet the notion of a "private personality" which deserves soLiety's

protection from unwarranted and damaging intrusions is now widely

recognized. It has been argued (Ruebhausen and Brim, 1965)

that privacy is, in fact, a unique freedom which allows individuals

to determine to whom they will reveal information about them-

selves and under what conditions. Though this right to privacy

has been recognized as an individual constitutional right in one

U.S. Supreme Court decision (Griswold v. Connecticut, 1965),

the legal right to privacy must be determined by individual

cases and is considered an aspect of tort law involving the "public

disclosure of private facts" (Prosser, Handbook of Law of Torts).

Under these conditions, making a case for the invasion of privacy

would involve proving the following four facts (Shirey and Shirey,

1973):

1. The information disclosed was initially
obtained in private circumstances.

2. The disclosure was indeed public.

3. The plaintiff was publicly identified.

4. The disclosure was offensive to persons
of reasonable sensitivities.

As of 1973, there were no recorded cases involving the release

of student records by a school official on the basis of invasion
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of privacy. Thus, mdking such a case for the release of test

scores would seem extremely difficult.

The administration of tests creates unusual conditions for

the invasion or privacy, conditions which were carefully examined

in a 1965 Congressional Inquiry (See American Psychologist, 1965,

20, 857-988). This investigation revealed two factors in

the testing situation which could pose a serious threat to

privacy: I. the extent to which a test is voluntary and 2.

the extent to which a test may cause individuals to reveal personal

information either explicity (questions concerning sex, religious

affiliation, and so on), or in a fashion which leaves the individual

unaware of the information he is providing. It has been

rec3gnized that many testing situations are socially coercive,

giving the appearance that participation is mandatory. The

Russell Sage Foundation Guidelines (1970) have strongly urged

that school authorities begin with the principle that "no

information should be collected from students without the prior

informed consent of the child and his parents" (Guidelines,

Principle 1.0). This "freely given" and informed consent is the

best deterrent of coercive testing.

Thc requesting of personal information in a test has been

increasingly criticized as an invasion of privacy. Students

should be informed that not only is participation in an entire

test voluntary, but responses to individual items may be omitted

11
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it they are viewed as invasion on privacy. It must be recounized,

however, that researchers and educators frequenqy require

such information in older to perform their functions effectively,

so it has been suggt.sted (Ruebhausen and Brim, 1965) that requests

for such information not be prohibited, but rather that "wisdom

and restraint" be exercised in determining the need for such

information. Frequently this personal information can be obtained

when procedures are established to maintain the anonymity of

respondents and the students are informed of these procedures.

One dilemma concerning the privacy of certain student

information has not been resolved by existing policies. The

results of certain research efforts and psychological testing

would be invalidated if students were accurately and completely

informed of a test's purpose. In these situations, the potential

gain of knowledge or assistance to the student must be weighed

against the harm caused from a less-than-totally "informed"

consent and accompanying invasion of privacy.

III. TEST SCORES AS CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

The confidentiality of information obtained from students is

a matter of professional ethics (Shah, 1969). It is essentially

a right held by the student that information cbtained will

remain undisclosed outside the relationship in which it is

originally obtained. A student may waive this right or may

1r'
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consent to certain exceptions to this confidentiality. In all

cases, the student should be informed that total confidentiality

is not always possible. Unless the information exists as part

of a privileged communication (see next section), courts may

subpoena records or existing state or county laws may permit

certain outside agencies to examine records. For example,

in New Jersey, pupil records may be inspected by representatives

of the Selective Service, FBI, and U.S. Army and Navy, subject to

r.
the approval of local board o4 education.

The extent to which the confidentiality of stuaent infor-

mation can be maintained depends upon three sets of factors:

1. Existing statutes protecting information
as part of a privileged communication
(see next section)

2. Adequate procedures for the safe storage
of recorded information, insuring that
there is no unauthorized access

3. Adherence of school personnel and
researchers to the principle of confi-
dentiality and to the appropriate ett.ical
standards for their profession (APA,
APGA, AACRAO)

Previous research on actual practices in the release of student

information (Goslin and Bordier, 1969, Vane, 1971, Boyd, 1973)

has indicated that in most instances, school personnel readily

accede to requests for information on students, particularly

test data, by outside agencies. Frequently it is the students

and parents themselves who have the mostlimited access to

information (Goslin and Bordier). This apparently "loose"

13
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approach to the release of student information runs counter

to the growing concern for privacy and to existing professional

ethical standards. The consequences for unauthorized disclosure

of student information are varied and will probably be applied

with increasing frequency. They include disciplinary action

by professional organizations; removal of state license or

certification; and civil actions or suits by client involved.

The question is often raised as to who actually owns a

test record. Legally the student owns his test protocol but it

is the psychologist or educator who owns any analysis and

comments concerning the student's responses. Thus, a unique

relationship between the test agent and student is established.

If the student is to understand the meaning of 11.6 scored test,

he requires the competent professional interpretation which

is not legally in his possession. At the same time, the student

surrenders his test responses to the test agent with the

understanding that th3 information will be used only for its

stated purposes. Both specific responses and a total test score

are viewed by the student as confidential communications, and

existing professional ethical standards indicate that they

should be treated as such by those receiving the scores.

IV. TEST SCORES AS PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS

Unlike privacy and confidentiality, which to date have ambiguous

legal boundaries, the area of privileged communications exists
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solely under the umbrella of state statutes. chose statutes

assert the client's right to prevent information from being

revealed in lega' proceedings. Though by common law the attorney-

client relationship is universally considered one of privileged

communications, the relationship of students to school psychologists,

counselors, and other school staff members has not received

strong legal support. As of 1969, thirty-four states defined

the psychologist-client (student) relationship as one involving

privileged communication while only three (Michigan, Indiana,

and Wisconsin) had established privileged communication between

students and counselors. Even existing statutes frequently

state exceptions to the protection of irformation, as in the

communication of criminal intent or when the mental condition

of the client is in question. Courts have resisted developing

statutes which would establish the relationship of school

staff to students as one involving privileged communications.

It is generally agreed that such protection of confidential commun-

ications is required only if it preserves the integrity of the

individual or a government and only if the relationship,

requires full trust (for example, therapist-client, husband-wife).

In order for the latter condition to apply, legal experts

customarily apply four criteria (Shah, 1969):

1. The original communication was indeed
confidential.
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2. Confidentiality is essential to maintain
the relationship.

3. The injury of disclosure is greater than
any benefit.

4. It is desirable for society to foster
the relationship.

In order for test scores and other student information

maintained in the files of school personnel other than psycholo-

gists to be protected from subpoena, these four criteria for a

privileged communication must be met. It is doubtful that new

statutes will be developed to extend the right of privileged

communication to the relationship of students to school personnel

other than licensed psychologists.

Two areas of access to student records and test scores

have been established legally--the right of parents (or guardians)

and the right of students themselves to view school records.

In two court cases during the early 1960s (Van Allen v. McLeacy,

N.Y., 1961 and Johnson v. Bd. of Education, City of New York, 1961),

the court upheld the right of parents to examine all their

children's records. In respect to test scores, the Van Allen

v. McLeary decision was particularly explicit in stating that "raw

numerical data such as achievement test scores and I.Q.'s should

be presented to parents with appropriate professional interpreta-

tion." More than twenty states developed statutes providing

parental access to student information. On Novemhar 20, 1974

a national privacy law went into effect as part of the Elementary
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and Secondary Education Act (Section 438, Title V, Educational

Amendments, 1974). This law states that no federal funds will

be available to any educational institution that refuses the

parents of a student, or the student himself if he is over 18,

the right "to inspect and review any and all official records,

files and data directly related to" the student. Parents now

have an unforfei table right to all pertinent information

concerning any of their children who are under 18 years of age.

A student's right to view his own records and admissions

materials was upheld in the Bates College case (Creel v. Brennan,

Maine, 1968) and, as already noted, the new privacy amendment

to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act allows students

over 18 to view their records. However, there still exists

ambiguity concerning the rights of students under 18. The

Russell Sage Foundation Guidelines recommends that these students

be given access to their official academic record (which

includes grades and standardized achievement scores), but parental

permission is required for them to see other information such

as verified scores on standardized intelligence tests, aptitude

tests, and personality inventories. Clearly, parental access

to test scores (and all student records) has received stronger

legal support and is provided more frequently than student access

to the same materials.

A major criticism of Guidelines (Teitlebaum and Goslin, 1971)

has concerned the failure to define this parent-child relationship

17
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as it affects the collection of and access to student:

For example,, what policy should apply if a student under 18

years of age wishes to view part of his record, but the parent

refuses permission? This problem has not been resolved.

Though the new federal privacy law now provides a solid

legal basis for parental and student (over 18) access to school

records at least three important objections have been raised

to the regulation, particularly by colleges and universities:

1. Current student records contain information
obtaineu prior to enactment of the law.
How should these materials be treated?

2. College and university files frequently
contain letters of recommendation written
as confidential communications to the
institution from third parties. Student
access in these cases would appear to
violate this initial confidentiality.

3. The new law vaguely confers access to "all
official records, files, and data directly
related to" students. This statement
appears to grant access to the files and
notes of all school personnel, including
perhaps material which was never intended for
parents or students to see.

Solutions to these difficulties can only be resolved

through reasonable interpretations and implementations of the

new law. Despite these apprehensions, many educators are hope-

ful that the new law will lead to long-needed evaluations of the

materials which educational institutions maintain in student

files.

In respect to test scores, these evaluations should include

IS
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a serious questioning of necessity for administorinu some

tests and in sore instances Wight load to tho elimination of

test results which are no longer required.

V. ACCESS TO INDIVIDUAL STUDENT TEST SCORES--A SUMMARY

This review of issues discussed in the literature relating to

the confidentiality of student test scores has revealed the

relatively meager legal basis which exists to assist educators

in formulating policies. In most instances, decisions concerning

the release of student information (including all test scores)

must rest entirely upon local board of education policies

or ethical standards established by professional organizations

(APA, NEA, APGA, AACRAO). Frequently, school boards have not

set policies and school staff have not been familiar with the

appropriate ethical standards. Unfortunately, this situation

can lead to the unauthorized disclosure of confidential student

information, and the few studies which have examined actual

practices in the release of student information support this

fear. There is universal concern among educators that this

situation is intolerable, yet a recent commentator on the

problem was forced to conclude that "the educational community

sorely lacks a definitive and workable policy on the uses of

student information" (Blue, 1973).
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As an aid to those concerned with the development of

policies concerning the confidentiality of student test scores

and by way of summarizing literature on the subject, the author

presents here a brief set of recommendations for the collection,

maintenance, and release of individual student test scores.

These recommendations reflect existing ethical standards Ind

rely heavily upon the Russell Sage Foundation Guidelines.

Reactions in the published literature on student records indi-

cates that this document has been helpful to many institutions

developing record-keeping policies. It therefore seems advisable,

as a first recommendation to those concerned with policy develop-

ment, that a copy of this document (or for institutions of

higher learning, Student Records in Higher Education) be obta;ned

from the Russell Sage Foundation. Many important qualifications

and details of implementation for the following recommendations

will be found in these publications.

I. Recommendations Concerning the Administration of Tests

1. Every effort should be made to select a test
appropriate to measure the relevant student
characteristic and whenever possible adapted
to the cultural and linguistic composition of
the population to be tested.

2. All tests should be administered under the
standard conditions prescribed for the test
to be used.

3. All tests should be administered by personnel
who are familiar with the proper testing

20
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procedures, and if a special cowetence is
requi red; they should possess Lilo proper

traininj or cerLification.

4. No test should be administered without the
informed consent of both the student and
his parents. In order that the consent
be fairly informed, the following information
should be communicated:

a. the purNse of the test

b. the voluntary nature of participation

c. who will have access to the scores
and under what conditions

II. Recommendations For the Recording and Storage of

Individual Test Scores

1. Every effort should be made to insure that
proper scoring procedures are employed.

2. If there is any reasonable doubt concerning
the accuracy of a score, particularly if
machine scoring is utilized, the protocol in
question should be examined and checked for
errors.

3. Every effort should be made to insure an
accurate transfer of a student's score to
a permanent record.

4. As with all student information, test scores
should be stored in a secure location where
access by unauthorized parties is prohibited.
This can best be accomplished by placing such
records under lock and key, with one person
designated to control access.

5. Schools should periodically review the
information maintained in student records
and when there seems no reasonable justification
for retaining certain test scores, they should
be removed and/or destroyed.

6. Test scores (with the possible exception of
routine achievement tests) should be considered
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sensitive" confidential inCurwation
'catuguries i3 4;nd C). It i advkahlo, Lin!re!ore,
that whenever pos..;ible, scorec. !diauld he
rocedcd apart from du. citudont's
administrative record and acc..urd(!d special

conditions of access (see l'ection III below).

III. Recommendations For the Release of Individual
Test Scores

1. Any release of student test scores to students,
parents, parties outside the school, or school
staff who are unfamiliar with the test:; involved
should include a clear and thorough interpretation
of the test score. This interpretation should
be made by a competent staff person and in the
native language of the person to whom the
interpretation is given. This interpretation
should include:

. A statement of what the test is
intended to measure

. A sample of the types of questions
employed

. A statement concerning the limited
accuracy of the specific score,
indicating the impact of normal
measurement error, student health,
and other factors external to the
characteristics measured

. A statement that the score on one
test measures only a single trait
at one point in time. Any overall
evaluation of a student requires
numerous types of information.

. A statement relating the specific
score to appropriate group norms

. A statement indicating past and possible
future trends for the student's performance
on the test
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N.

. A statemnt indicating iini.ortance

of nonw;t (I I.d relevonl. to tho

choracixii:Aic mew,urA 4 the Lesl

2, Parents F,hunld be allouud to view all tet.,t scores.

This release should occur in a conlr!ronce situa-

tion subject to the conditions out in

paragraph III-1 above.

3. Unless parents or school staff perceive clearly

harmful or undesireable consequences, a student

should be allowed to view his OWN test scores,

again subject to the conditions in III-1.

4. If there is a justifiable educational reason,

school personnel should be allowed access to

student test scores. These staff are, of

course, bound by the same principles of confidenti-

ality for the information they receive.

5. Individual test scores should not he released

to agencies or parties outside the school unless

the student and parent grant consent or there is

a subpoena for the relevant information. A

subpoena may be resisted if there is a State

statute forbidding such disclosure on the basis

of privileged communication.

VI. TEST SCORES AND THE DEMAND FOR ACCOUNTABILITY

There has been a growing demand for research on the determinants

of successful learning and for evaluations of various educational

programs. In addition, there has been increasing public pressure

to produce evidence of student development in the schools. Each

of these demands requires additional testing or the use of

existing test scores for different purposes. Test scores employed

for these purposes are usually grouped and do not require the

23
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idcntilicaLion of individual siodont.s. In addition. Ihe ddLa

frownt1:, rollicftd by aqonL externol to the school acid

slorod on computer twos. [yen prior to the current, concern

for acconnLability, the collec'ion of group data by researchers

posed a sil4nificant problem for the schools. The benefits

of increased scientific knowledge had to be balanced against

costs in school time as well as the added potential invasion of

a student's privacy. The basic tension between the public desire

to know and the institutional and personal desire to protect

privacy has been amplified by the demand for accountability.

Taxpayers have a legitimate right to know h7w their schools

are performing, but educators have just as genuine a right to

determine the type and quantity of measures employed and the

conditions for disclosing relevant findings. Unlike research

results which usually involve only one segment of the student

population and which are released within the specific context

of a professional research design, test scores released as

accountability data generally apply to entire schools or school

systems and often are not accompanied by a professional inter-

pretation of their meaning. In addition, while research studies

often require the collection of new information which is then

recorded and stored away from the schools themselves, accountability

data often consists in the simple aggregation of existing

achievement scores.
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though Ult.: dr!finition of acchuntohility has e ht.:N1

(l.ated lewah ie t!:.' literature, a rea....onahle oporationl

meaning would contoin three elements: 1. the lal.ge-scale

testing of student populations with standard achiev:Acnt tests

2. the accumulation of individual scores into data on groups,

(such as classrooms, schools districts) 3. the publication

of the resultant data through public media (newspapers, tele-

vision, radio). While it is customary for resr'archers to

explicate carefully the possible causes for their findings,

the publication of student achievement data rarely includes

such an interpretive effort.

When published achievement data show significant differences

between student groups, one naturally questions the causes for

such differences. In the absence of professional interpretation,

the public is quick to attribute any observed poor performance

in student groups to teachers, administrators, or other asprcts

of a school program for which they might harbor preconceived

criticisms or resentment. Thus, the public release of student

achievement scores cannot be separated from questions concerning

the responsibility for differences observed in these scores.

The growing controversy over accountability has focused

upon six central questions concerning the use of tests:

1. Does the provision of accouniability data
require the collectiou of ncm data and
an unjustified invasion of privacy?
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2. 1.;hdt. mcwitwo,.. dm appropriA,.. to

evalud[o stud.ynt aehi(vem.it in the
sehool0

3. Who should perform an evaloolion-- the
school .1.r..tel.1 itself or n agency

(peformance eontracling)?

4, 1:ho 5hould be held accountkle for the
results, 4nd what arc the consequences?

5. Should test scores become the final
determinant of the type of edueation'il
programs which schools implement?

6. When and under what conditions should
results be publicly released?

The primary concern of this paper is with the last qvestion--

problems related to the release of test scores. These issues are

quite different from those involved in the release of individual

test scores, where the protection of personal , confidential

information is essential. Accountability data is presented in

aggregate form, and the literature on the confidentiality of this

information reveals two central concernsthat the anonymity of

individual respondents be maintained and that the presentation

of scores for programs, grades, schools, and districts not b

misinterpreted by the public. There exists unanimous agreement

on the first concern--that every effort be taken tc protect the

identity of individual respondents. Many systems have been devised

to accomplish this end, even when longitudinal data on individuals

is required. The accepted technique is to develop a series of

identifying nuaers (preferably generated unvstemtically) for
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individual stud,,nts. All te,J feculLs thfli arc' tiAurded with

only the identifyift; ntiml.r while a sop;waio record of the stndrmlic.

number and identity is maintainod for iulure use if naeded.

A more elabora:,- "link file" ''c'thod has been developed and

implemented by the American Council on Lducation for its data

bank and is recommended for large-scale longitudinal research when

the budget can support the process. (For a description of this

procedure, see Boruch, 1969).

Different solutions have been proposed to counteract mis-

interpretations resulting from the public release of group test

scores. Some educators argue that since the meaning of the

scores themselves is problematical, they should not be released

at all. Others believe that since many interpretatons of resull.s

are possible, the public should be presented with only the raw

scores and be allowed to draw its own conclusions. A third position

would have all scores presented with an accompanying description

of the tests involved and a reasonable professional interpretation

of the results. For those who actually possess performance data, the

choice is a difficult one, and the literature reviewed indicates

no clearly superior alternative. Public demand for information on

the performance of its schools makes it virtually impossible to

adopt the stance of witholding information. Assuming that individual

student anonymity is maintained, the issue becomes not one of

confidentiality but what are the conditions of release. Is there

apt to be greater misuse and misinterpretation of information when
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no analysi':, accompdnie!, scores or Own some proio,;ional ctim.icntary

provided? Few question the fact that presonLing raw achirvti

scores by school or district can be stigmatizing for studoni

groups and result in inflammatory accusations of who is to

blame for poor performance. Alternatively, a published inLerpretation

accompanying results could be inaccurate or unfairly detract from

iiiportant findings.

After reviewing the published debate on the issue of how to

publicize accountability findings, the author is persua&A by what

cou'd be called the "logical release" of test score information

(Jacobs, 1973). This position involves not only the presentation

of relevant descriptive and analytical materials with all test

results but askes that such results appear within an ongoing flow

of information from the school to its community. Confusion and the

misconception of test results can best be prevented though a

continual communication process which should include public

meetings and media releases which incorporate community-school

profiles. In this context, the release of test scores is far

less likely to produce misinterpretations. Assuming that the

recommendations for administrdtion, recording, and storage of

individual test scores suggested earlier would be adhered to, the

following recommendations are made concerning the relaase of

group test scores:
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RICOMMENDATIONS FOR 1111-. RLUML 01 LUOIJ1' 11.S1 SCORES

1. af-!,1 ludividu.11 ,,cores 440 accw:dlattA to form

group uvery effort: chould h mode to

protect Ulf! imonymity of indivino. 1 mspondontr,.

11 the ag4;ro(Fito daM i recordui on computer

tapes, any identifying student inforwation shuuld

be roi iovA. lf longitudinal data is required,

a system of identifying numbers should be dcw!loped

so that a student's identity and associated

number are recorded apart from the data with

identifying numbers.

2. Efforts should be made to acquaint all school

personnel with the justification for accumulating

group scores and the condition for their release.

3. Efforts should be made on a continuing basis
to inform thq school comunity concf.:rning the

nature of the school's educational program,
the types of tests to be administered, the
conditions under which scores will be released,
and what can be reasonably concluded from
published results.

4. Group test scores should be released to the
public only by an authorized agent of the
board of education which initiated the testing
program.

5. Group test scores should not be released to
other individuals or groups for research purposes
without the consent of the hoard of education.

6. The public release of group test ,core informa-
tion should be accompanied by a competent
interpretive statement which minimally would

include:

. A description of the purpose for which
the test was given

. A description of the type of test employed,
with examples of test items where appropri-
ate

. A description of the student population
which was tested

29
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. Wherever dp!fro;.riatf., cenfri..un

of the vesults with rek....fhil, group

noriv;

. Art accounting of tho varir.us factors
which influence test ro,ults. This state-

ment shoqd caution aflant attriutinfj

the blaw for cfroop differences
incorrectly (specilic school staff) or
prematurely (before lon9-range results
make thu findings certain)

. Where trends over tifbo are important,

a presont6tion of previous results to
provide appropriate comparisons or
establish d relevant standard
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